
WEEK OF APRIL 20
There is an old adage that crisis develops character. While true, it also "REVEALS" one’s character. How 
we manage circumstances, embrace uncertainty, communicate with one another, and prioritize our 
time and relationships reflects who we are and what we value. I am experiencing this now as we design 
and implement our school’s response to the suspension of face-to-face instruction for the remainder of 
the year. As I communicate and collaborate with educators, board members, families, and friends about 
how to create and navigate a new “normal,” we 
wrestle with challenging questions, including:

• How might we best lead our schools, 
engage in learning, run a business, 
facilitate church services, and sustain our 
communities? 

• How do we manage our own personal 
challenges of taking care of and 
engaging our children in learning, caring 
for a vulnerable family member or 
neighbor, working remotely? 

• How do we keep ourselves healthy 
and safe while working on a computer 
throughout the day?

Although we may have more questions than concrete answers, I have come to further appreciate and 
value the incredible compassion, attention, dedication, creativity, problem resolving, and effort to 
provide meaningful learning opportunities for you.  I am in awe of our community doubling down in 
service to others and inspired by the character revealed. 

As you embark on another week of learning from home, I encourage you to think about the choices 
you make each day that reveal your own character. Aaron Davis, in an episode of the Harbor reminds us 
even under Stay Home / Stay Safe order we have three choices to make each day, even when life isn’t 
convenient and we get challenged or knocked down. 

• You have a choice to dream - chase it or get stuck looking in rearview mirror
• You have a choice of friends - nurture friendships or fakeships
• You have a choice of perseverance - stick-to-itiveness or quit / getup or stay down

Check out this Episode of the Harbor with Aaron Davis (dreams, friends, perseverance) 

Each Episode of “The Harbor” also comes with a critical thinking guide to enhance the meaning  behind 
each message. Aaron Davis: Positive Choices Guide

https://youtu.be/JSeI9tkSIq8
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1OzGhJh-TJhnwnoFZTGhxWWMVWVhRHcKw/view?usp=sharing


GETTIN’ UP
Is it possible to make a good decision but have a bad outcome?  Can bad decisions result in good 
Outcomes?  What is the difference between a good decision and good outcome? 

• De·ci·sion /dә ΄siZHәn/ The act or process of deciding; a determination arrived at after consideration
• Out·come / ΄out, kәm/ The way a decision turns out; a consequence

When we face uncertainty, we can make a good decision and yet get a bad outcome. For example, we 
can try out for a team and not make it.  We can apply for a job we really want but not get it. Our hearts 
might be broken as we feel the sting of “failure” or “rejection.” However, we cannot let your good decision, 
but bad outcome stop us. Some of the best successes in the world have followed the biggest failures. Our 
failures pave the road to success.

“I've failed over and over and over again in my life and that is why I succeed” - Michael Jordan 

Conversely, we can make a bad decision and have a good outcome. For example, some of us spend 
every penny we make but don’t save a dime.  One day comes in which we need some cash to repair the 
car or our phone, but there is no money in the bank. On cue, a generous relative calls and asks if there 
is anything you might need or appreciate, and offers you the money you need for the repair. You were 
fortunate: you made a poor decision and got away with it. Although possible, more often than not poor 
decisions lead to bad outcomes.  To further explore decisions and outcomes, please take a moment to 
explore the Decision Chain below.

Decision Focus: Decision Chain
• Explains an overview of decision quality framework called the Decision Chain
• Describes the 6 elements of a good decision
• Shows the concept that a decision is only as good as its weakest link

https://www.decisioneducation.org/decision-focus-chain


GETTIN’ UP
Good decisions do not guarantee good outcomes, but more often than not, consistently making 
good decisions lead to consistently positive outcomes. 

There are six elements to making good decisions.  Each element represents a links in a chain, and 
the chain is only as strong as the weakest link. If each element is strong, the decision is of high 
quality. If an element is seriously weak, the decision is no better than this element. Each link should 
be considered from both a head and heart perspective, because the decision should make sense 
and feel right. Every one of the six elements is necessary to reach a quality decision: helpful frame, 
creative alternatives, useful information, clear values, sound reasoning, and commitment to follow 
through. Thus, we can use the chain as a checklist in gauging the quality of a decision as we are 
making it, before declaring it. 

Decision Focus: Process and Personality Type
Understanding the framework of the decision making 
process is a crucial first step into making more rational and 
complete decisions. However the thought process behind 
identifying and expanding on each chain link is heavily 
impacted by one’s own personality type.   

According to Carl G. Jung’s theory of psychological types 
[Jung, 1971], people can be characterized by their 
preference of general attitude:

Extraverted (E) vs. Introverted (I)
An extravert’s source and direction of energy expression is 
mainly in the external world, while an introvert has a source 
of energy mainly in their own internal world.

Sensing (S) vs. Intuition (N)
Sensing means that a person mainly believes information 
he or she receives directly from the external world. 
Intuition means that a person believes mainly information 
he or she receives from the internal or imaginative world.

Thinking (T) vs. Feeling (F)
Thinking means that a person makes a decision mainly through logic. Feeling means that, as a rule, 
he or she makes a decision based on emotion, i.e. based on what they feel they should do.

Judging (J) vs. Perceiving (P)
Judging means that a person organizes all of his life events and, as a rule, sticks to his plans. 
Perceiving means that he or she is inclined to improvise and explore alternative options.

Click here to view the PDF

https://1317f8a6-77e2-9b54-c3ca-78b27f9ded71.filesusr.com/ugd/d3c97e_03868f5db42f492f8869864920be707b.pdf


GETTIN’ UP

After completing the quick personality 
assessment, your ranges will be 
displayed in accordance with the 
answers you provided, against Jung’s 
four main foundations of personality 
structure. This insight is valuable in many 
regards and can also be applied to how 
you make decisions, and why. 

Know Yourself Activity

https://1317f8a6-77e2-9b54-c3ca-78b27f9ded71.filesusr.com/ugd/d3c97e_c68665d2367a4cf6a7325611dc35bf4a.pdf


KEEPIN’ UP
INDIVIDUAL OR FAMILY ENGAGEMENT WITH CURRENT NEWS AND EVENTS

• Monday’s News Article contains comprehension and critical thinking questions, (including video clips, 
maps and links) covering current news and events. 

• Relive Apollo 13’s mission in real-time during its 50th anniversary
• Tuesday’s World Events: Events containing three news stories from around the world. Questions are 

found below the article. In addition, “Background” and “Resources” are provided below the questions 
• FDA approves first test to determine if a person has had coronavirus

• Wednesday’s Pro-Con: Explore controversial issue using a structured pro-con methodology to improve 
academic performance, increase civic engagement, strengthen personal resiliency, bridge political 
divides, and stimulate critical thinking – the #1 skill sought by employers and educators.

• Homework
• Thursday’s Editorial is a weekly opinion article from the web. Questions asking students to explain their 

opinion or reaction are found below the article.
• Combat photographers of Iwo Jima

• Friday’s Political Cartoons are accompanied by a question requiring the student to demonstrate 
understanding of the cartoonist’s intended meaning.  

• Sacrifice

Check out this video to better understand how to Identify Fake News with the Five C’s of Critical Consuming or 
click here to utilize a 5C’s checking your sources document to assess sources you have found during research.

https://www.studentnewsdaily.com/daily-news-article/relive-apollo-13s-mission-in-real-time-during-its-50th-anniversary/
https://www.studentnewsdaily.com/world-current-events/issue-1-fda-approves-first-test-to-determine-if-a-person-has-had-coronavirus/
https://www.procon.org/headline.php?headlineID=005411
https://www.procon.org/headline.php?headlineID=005430
https://www.studentnewsdaily.com/editorials-for-students/combat-photographers-of-iwo-jima/
https://www.studentnewsdaily.com/editorial-cartoon-for-students/sacrifice-steve-kelley/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xf8mjbVRqao&feature=youtu.be
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1GH2EeCon4qymUrlv_DWbXASD1EQvhR1ahCNfR_pQOMg/edit


WEEKLY CHALLENGE

THE GREAT OUTDOORS
One of the most challenging aspects of social distancing is learning to balance school work, relationships 
and remaining active in a time when we are practicing safe distancing. The results of which can create a 
mental fog, as students adapt to a new routine and a new way to cope during this time. Out of everything 
we are asking students to do, remaining active may be the key to 
keeping our mental, emotional and physical bodies in top shape. 
With that said, we invoke the power of education - Science to the 
rescue! 

The following are proven effects of spending more active time 
outdoors:

• Improved short-term memory
• Restored mental energy
• Stress relief
• Reduced inflammation
• Better vision
• Improved concentration
• Sharper thinking and creativity
• Immune System Boost
• Improved mental health

Beginning your educational outdoor journey

Keeping in the spirit of our weekly challenges, we have compiled a quick 
list of activities that can be done with family or with friends over social 
media. Each should be considered a relaxed, enjoyable experience to 
take in some fresh air and maybe even learn a little along the way. 

• 1000 Hour Outdoor Challenge
• Join the challenge! Research has confirmed time and time again 

that what children are naturally and unabashedly drawn to, 
unrestricted outside play, contributed extensively to every area 
of childhood development. The importance here cannot be 
understated and yet we are losing much of childhood to screens, 
1200 hours a year on average. Read more about the 1000 Hour 
Outdoor Challenge and build this into your daily routine. 

https://1000hoursoutside.com/index.html/
https://1000hoursoutside.com/index.html/


WEEKLY CHALLENGE
• Get active! Jogging, walking, biking, hiking, etc

• Although these activities are completely enjoyable all on their own, it’s always fun to share and 
create friendly competitions with your friends and family. Whether you want to share your run time, 
how many miles you biked or even a specific trailhead for others to explore, you can do all of this 
via the AllTrails app. With access to over 100,00 trails, AllTrails has the largest collection of detailed, 
hand-curated trail maps so you can hit the trail with confidence.

• Nature Bingo
• Another friendly competition is creating your own Nature Bingo board for friends and family. 

Knowing the local wildlife, you can create a board as difficult as necessary to provide some much 
needed outdoor time and gaining a better understanding of the local ecosystem. Set a time frame 
for your student to explore (2 hours) and have them do a quick fact search on all of the items they 
could not find. You can also create your own fact sheet to supplement any items students do come 
across. 



WEEKLY “HOME CHAT” 
AND NATIONAL DAY

Weekly “Home Chat”: Each week we feature a “Home Chat” developed by Tim Elmore from Growing 
Leaders. Home Chat’s allow students and their parents/caregivers to engage in meaningful ways.   These 
one-page conversation guides enable students and their parents/caregivers to explore and strengthen 
relevant leadership and life skills. 

This week’s home chat is Three Buckets (Control)

Everything that happens to you in life falls into one 
of three “buckets:” what is in your control, what is 
out of your control or what is within your influence. 
Healthy and emotionally stable people are those 
who effectively place each life experience in the 
correct bucket and act accordingly. If the situation 
is in your control, you must initiate. If the situation 
is out of your control, you must trust. And if 
the situation is within your influence, you must 
respond as you can. The way to stay stable in difficult times is to place each moment in the right bucket.

Click on the button below to download or print the full Home Chat discussion guide including a family 
lesson, meaningful discussion questions, and more.

Download Discussion Sheet

National Day
We have all been given a gift of time. We need to make the most of it. You will not regret creating positive 
memories with your children during this stressful time. The first strategy I want to share is to check out The 
National Calendar website. Use this website to provide the kids a focus for the day and help to promote 
quality family time together. These mini celebrations might turn into a literacy activity, cooking lesson, 
crafting exercise, history and geography lesson, and a lot of laughter. We don’t have to wait for traditional 
holidays to create memories with our family. Using National Days to springboard ideas is an easy way to 
inspire your own creativity and create some quality moments at home for your kids. 

Here are national days for the coming week: April 20

• Look Alike Day
• Kindergarten Day
• Earth Day
• Jelly Bean Day
• Picnic Day and Take a Chance Day
• Arbor Day

View entire week calendar here

https://growingleaders.com/content/uploads/2020/04/Habitude-Home-Chats-Three-Buckets.pdf
http://nationaldaycalendar.com/days-2/national-look-alike-day-april-20/
http://nationaldaycalendar.com/national-kindergarten-day-april-21/
http://nationaldaycalendar.com/days-2/national-earth-day-april-22/
http://nationaldaycalendar.com/days-2/national-jelly-bean-day-april-22/
http://nationaldaycalendar.com/days-2/national-picnic-day-april-23/
http://nationaldaycalendar.com/days-2/national-take-a-chance-day-april-23/
http://nationaldaycalendar.com/days-2/national-arbor-day-last-friday-in-april/
https://nationaldaycalendar.com/april/
https://nationaldaycalendar.com/april/

